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Evercool Extended
Cooling Kit -GT Version

Special Price

$7.46 was

$9.95

Product Images

Short Description

This device keeps your CPU fan and an additional fan running for five minutes after your computer shuts off.
The Extended Cooling System is a very simple and an effective addition to any air cooled computer.
Installation is very simple and can be integrated into nearly any system. Whether system damage can occur
from not cooling your system with the power off is debatable.

Description

This device keeps your CPU fan and an additional fan running for five minutes after your computer shuts off. The Extended Cooling
System is a very simple and an effective addition to any air cooled computer. Installation is very simple and can be integrated into
nearly any system. Whether system damage can occur from not cooling your system with the power off is debatable. This device
ensures you will not have to take that chance, especially if you are overclocking. It is always nice to have a piece of mind when it
comes to cooling our computers and the ECS offers just that. This model features the look of a GT race car! Way cool!

Features

LED Will be "green" when the computer is on.
LED Will be "red" when the computer is off.
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This device is connected to the 5V connector from the power supply of the computer. Due to this, the RPM of the cooling
fan will be slightly slower than usual.
Being connected to 5V of the power supply. the device will extend DC fan to operate for 5 additional minutes after
computer shutdown.
Unlike conventional cooler that will shut off once the computer has been turned off, this device will further reduce CPU
temperature.
Please make sure that all the cable and joints are properly connected.

Additional Information

Brand Evercool

SKU EC-ECS-GT

Weight 0.7500

Color Black

Fan Accessory Type Controller

Vendor SKU/EAN 4711158192900

Internet Reviews Review from Tech-Mods: EC-ECS-GT Review

Special Price $7.46

http://www.tech-mods.net/modules.php?name=Reviews&file=viewreview&op=newreview&id=146
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